After more than 20 years of evaluating, testing, and developing pet products, Dr. Foster and Dr. Smith are considered to be the country's foremost authorities on pet products.

Each year, Dr. Foster and Dr. Smith personally review more than 2,500 new pet products, selecting only those which offer the highest quality solutions for enhancing pet health and well-being. When available offerings don't meet their high standards - or when a product simply isn't available - the doctors develop their own alternatives under the Drs. Foster & Smith brand name.

What the Drs. Foster & Smith name stands for

When you choose Drs. Foster & Smith brand pet essentials, you're giving your pet the absolute best quality available. These products are made in America, are developed by veterinarians, AND are less expensive or a better value than pet supplies found in retail pet stores. Whether it's dog beds or multivitamins, supplements or healthy diets, when you see the Drs. Foster & Smith logo you can trust that behind it stands 20 years of discriminating veterinary experience and expertise. We invite you to take a closer look at what's behind the Drs. Foster & Smith brand:

Healthy Pet Foods

Realizing that today's pet food market lacked a wholly nutritious dog or cat food led the doctors to formulate their own line of healthy, wholesome pet foods. Their formulas, considered the absolute finest pet food on the market today, resulted from the doctors' 20 years of healthcare expertise, consultation from leading nutritionists, and insightful feedback from millions of breeders and the pet owners the doctors work with each year. The result is a high-protein, all-natural diet with absolutely no filler or artificial ingredients - available for every stage of a pet's life.

Vitamin supplements

In keeping with their belief that your pet's health begins with proper nutrition, the doctors formulated their own complete line of vitamin-fortified supplements. Lifestage Select® offer dogs the vitamins and minerals necessary for optimal health throughout their entire life. Puppies, adult dogs, and senior dogs can all rely on individualized Lifestage Select formulas to provide nutrients that boost the immune system, maintain body system health, and maximize energy levels.

Veterinarian-quality preventative care products
The doctors truly believe that an ounce of prevention is not only better than a pound of cure, it will significantly save you money on costly veterinary bills in the future. They strive to empower pet owners with the proper tools to make at-home preventative care as easy as possible. With that in mind, they developed convenient products such as Eye Clens, Ear Clens, and Dental Clens Pads. Thanks to the doctors' innovation in creating convenient, easy-to-use products such as these, pet owners can now perform routine health care procedures at home which previously could be done only at a veterinarian's office.

**Nutraceuticals**

Always keeping a scientific eye on trends and advances in human health care, Drs. Foster & Smith continue to pioneer new ways of bringing the best of human medicine into the veterinary field.

An excellent example of this is the growing popularity of *nutraceuticals* (supplements which contain beneficial substances normally present in the body). Nutraceuticals are believed to aid in the functioning of specific body systems, a great example being *glucosamine*, one of the building blocks the body needs to make cartilage in joints. Veterinarians - as well as human doctors - use products containing glucosamine in their arthritic patients. *Chondroitin*, a nutraceutic related to glucosamine, is also commonly used.

Combining the best quality nutraceuticals in an exclusive formula for older and arthritic pets, our doctors developed *Joint Care Advanced 2* and *Joint Care 3*, two of their best selling supplements. And for good reason: the doctors receive hundreds of thank you letters a year from customers who say Joint Care has changed their pet's life!

**Pet Furniture: Dog Beds, Cat Trees, and more . . .**

Drs. Foster & Smith know the importance of providing canine companions with a comfortable, durable sleeping spot. So when it comes to quality, the doctors never sacrifice a stitch. The doctors hand-select the best mattress materials and construction methods, ensuring that our dog beds outlast any other "pet store" model. The firm, comfortable *Quilted Super Deluxe Bed* features the superior construction and attention to detail the doctors demand.

Cats, who crave heights and hideaways, can be extremely tough on furniture. Every piece of Drs. Foster & Smith cat furniture is therefore designed with strength and quality to stand up to years of regular abuse. Real cedar posts, marine-grade sisal rope, catnip-treated carpet and extra wide bases make Drs. Foster & Smith cat furniture the best you can buy. Whether it's a *cat tree* or a kitty tower, cat owners will enjoy the piece of mind that comes from knowing their cat furniture will easily handle scratching, pouncing, climbing, and more. Plus, Drs. Foster & Smith cat furniture is an excellent value; under typical play conditions, the furniture can last a lifetime - unlike most of the cat furniture found in retail pet stores.

Whether it's dog beds or multivitamins, supplements or healthy diets, when you see the Drs. Foster & Smith logo you can trust that behind it stands 20 years of discriminating veterinary experience and expertise. Pet owners worldwide can continue to look to Drs. Foster & Smith for quality pet products at affordable prices. While times and technology may change, the doctors' dedication to the health and happiness of pets everywhere will always remain the same.